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Molecular self-assembly on surfaces is driven by the range of interactions between the molecules 
themselves and the substrate. Generally, a face-on structure is favored for aromatic molecules lying !at on 
the surface. Here, we report on the supramolecular self-assembly of 5,10,15,20-tetrakis(10-bromoanthra-
cen-9-yl)porphyrin on the Ag(111) and Ag(110) surfaces. Well-ordered molecular chains were observed by 
room-temperature scanning tunneling microscopy on both surfaces. The relatively small size of the unit cell 
revealed an edge-on con"guration of the porphyrin macrocycles, that is, perpendicular to the surface plane, 
as confirmed by molecular mechanics calculations. Distinct intermolecular interactions were found on the two 
surfaces, providing different molecular chain orientations on Ag(111) and Ag(110).
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ABSTRACT: Molecular self-assembly on surfaces is driven by the
range of interactions between the molecules themselves and the
substrate. Generally, a face-on structure is favored for aromatic
molecules lying !at on the surface. Here, we report on the
supramolecular self-assembly of 5,10,15,20-tetrakis(10-bromoanthra-
cen-9-yl)porphyrin on the Ag(111) and Ag(110) surfaces. Well-
ordered molecular chains were observed by room-temperature
scanning tunneling microscopy on both surfaces. The relatively
small size of the unit cell revealed an edge-on con"guration of the
porphyrin macrocycles, that is, perpendicular to the surface plane, as
con"rmed by molecular mechanics calculations. Distinct intermo-
lecular interactions were found on the two surfaces, providing di#erent molecular chain orientations on Ag(111) and Ag(110).

! INTRODUCTION
The control on the structure of supramolecular architectures
on a surface is of prime importance to steer their properties.1!3

For two-dimensional (2D) self-assemblies in a monolayer or
submonolayer regime, conformational adaptation is often
produced as a response to various stimuli and a transition
from 2D planar to three-dimensional (3D) reticular geometry
can be observed.4!7 Porphyrins are a widely studied class of
molecules exhibiting promising electronic, optical, magnetic, or
catalytic properties with large interest in materials science for
many applications.8!11 Porphyrin-based thin "lms deposited
on a solid surface can be easily processed and investigated at
the molecular level by scanning probe microscopy techni-
ques.12!14 They most generally adopt a face-on conformation
to optimize their adsorption on a metal or a HOPG surface,
but an edge-on geometry can also be observed because of the
presence and the size of side groups, the nature of the solvent,
or the concentration.15!20 The edge-on self-assembly is
particularly attractive because it allows for charge migration
along the columnar structure,21 thus providing particular
mesoscopic properties appealing for molecular electronics.
More elaborated strategies based on the use of a self-assembled
monolayer (SAM) as a support have also been implemented to
gain advanced control on the self-assembly of porphyrins.22,23

Tetra-anthracenylporphyrin (TAP) derivatives were "rst
studied for their particular bis-facially blocked geometries
because of the perpendicular anthracenyl groups and were
tested as catalysts for the reversible coordination of oxygen,24

the oxidation of PAHs,25 or as active molecules against HIV
infection.26 From a synthetic point of view, the formation of

TAP derivatives is a challenge.27!29 TAP was "rst synthetized
by Cense et al.24 in 1979 following the method developed by
Adler and Longo and the porphyrin was isolated in 0.2%
yield.30 Thereafter, attempts to synthesize TAP using the
Lindsey strategy31 or the reaction in inorganic acid32 were
reported and barely reached 3% yield. In 1985, Volz and
Schae#er reported a new synthetic method based on the
formation of a pyrrole-carbinol intermediate, which cyclo-
tetramerized in propionic acid to form TAP in 6% yield.33 The
strategy of Volz and Schae#er was also applied by the group of
Anderson in 2010 to synthetize a tetra-dimesityloxyanthrace-
nylporphyrin in 10% yield and by Filatov et al.34 in 2015 to
synthesize a tetraphenylanthracenyl porphyrin in 15% yield.
The symmetry matching between the anthracene moieties and
the macrocycle of porphyrins was exploited by the group of
Anderson to form a !-extended porphyrin exhibiting a
maximum absorption around 1400 nm after the fusion of the
four dimesityloxyanthracene groups on the porphyrin core.35

Recently, we reported the synthesis of 5,10,15,20-tetrakis(10-
bromoanthracen-9-yl)porphyrin (TBAP, Figure 1a and
synthetic details in Supporting Information Figure S1) and
we demonstrated its successful reactivity in Suzuki!Miyaura
cross-coupling reactions.36
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substrate. Generally, a face-on structure is favored for aromatic
molecules lying !at on the surface. Here, we report on the
supramolecular self-assembly of 5,10,15,20-tetrakis(10-bromoanthra-
cen-9-yl)porphyrin on the Ag(111) and Ag(110) surfaces. Well-
ordered molecular chains were observed by room-temperature
scanning tunneling microscopy on both surfaces. The relatively
small size of the unit cell revealed an edge-on con"guration of the
porphyrin macrocycles, that is, perpendicular to the surface plane, as
con"rmed by molecular mechanics calculations. Distinct intermo-
lecular interactions were found on the two surfaces, providing di#erent molecular chain orientations on Ag(111) and Ag(110).
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The control on the structure of supramolecular architectures
on a surface is of prime importance to steer their properties.1!3

For two-dimensional (2D) self-assemblies in a monolayer or
submonolayer regime, conformational adaptation is often
produced as a response to various stimuli and a transition
from 2D planar to three-dimensional (3D) reticular geometry
can be observed.4!7 Porphyrins are a widely studied class of
molecules exhibiting promising electronic, optical, magnetic, or
catalytic properties with large interest in materials science for
many applications.8!11 Porphyrin-based thin "lms deposited
on a solid surface can be easily processed and investigated at
the molecular level by scanning probe microscopy techni-
ques.12!14 They most generally adopt a face-on conformation
to optimize their adsorption on a metal or a HOPG surface,
but an edge-on geometry can also be observed because of the
presence and the size of side groups, the nature of the solvent,
or the concentration.15!20 The edge-on self-assembly is
particularly attractive because it allows for charge migration
along the columnar structure,21 thus providing particular
mesoscopic properties appealing for molecular electronics.
More elaborated strategies based on the use of a self-assembled
monolayer (SAM) as a support have also been implemented to
gain advanced control on the self-assembly of porphyrins.22,23

Tetra-anthracenylporphyrin (TAP) derivatives were "rst
studied for their particular bis-facially blocked geometries
because of the perpendicular anthracenyl groups and were
tested as catalysts for the reversible coordination of oxygen,24

the oxidation of PAHs,25 or as active molecules against HIV
infection.26 From a synthetic point of view, the formation of

TAP derivatives is a challenge.27!29 TAP was "rst synthetized
by Cense et al.24 in 1979 following the method developed by
Adler and Longo and the porphyrin was isolated in 0.2%
yield.30 Thereafter, attempts to synthesize TAP using the
Lindsey strategy31 or the reaction in inorganic acid32 were
reported and barely reached 3% yield. In 1985, Volz and
Schae#er reported a new synthetic method based on the
formation of a pyrrole-carbinol intermediate, which cyclo-
tetramerized in propionic acid to form TAP in 6% yield.33 The
strategy of Volz and Schae#er was also applied by the group of
Anderson in 2010 to synthetize a tetra-dimesityloxyanthrace-
nylporphyrin in 10% yield and by Filatov et al.34 in 2015 to
synthesize a tetraphenylanthracenyl porphyrin in 15% yield.
The symmetry matching between the anthracene moieties and
the macrocycle of porphyrins was exploited by the group of
Anderson to form a !-extended porphyrin exhibiting a
maximum absorption around 1400 nm after the fusion of the
four dimesityloxyanthracene groups on the porphyrin core.35

Recently, we reported the synthesis of 5,10,15,20-tetrakis(10-
bromoanthracen-9-yl)porphyrin (TBAP, Figure 1a and
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along the chain direction, for which the metal!organic
bonding would not be achieved yet.

! CONCLUSIONS
We studied the self-assembly of TBAP molecules on the
Ag(111) and Ag(110) surfaces. The molecules adopt an edge-
on con!guration and form extended 2D domains of highly
ordered chains after annealing. The formation of the chains
originates from two distinct processes on theses surfaces. On
Ag(111), a columnar structure is formed through !!!
interaction between the anthracenyl groups. On Ag(110), the
chains are formed through lateral interaction between the
molecules, possibly aided by the formation of metal!organic
complexes. The TBAP precursor can adopt di"erent 3D
con!gurations because of the many degrees of liberty gained by
the frustrated rotation of the four bromoanthracenyl groups. As
a result, radically di"erent intermolecular interactions can take
place, leading to important modi!cations in the supramolecular
organization. Accordingly, noticeable variations in their overall
properties can be expected.8,11 Our results should provide
inspiration for a guided and modular complex 2D self-assembly
on a surface by taking use of a single intrinsically three-
dimensional functional precursor.
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ABSTRACT: Molecular self-assembly on surfaces is driven by the
range of interactions between the molecules themselves and the
substrate. Generally, a face-on structure is favored for aromatic
molecules lying !at on the surface. Here, we report on the
supramolecular self-assembly of 5,10,15,20-tetrakis(10-bromoanthra-
cen-9-yl)porphyrin on the Ag(111) and Ag(110) surfaces. Well-
ordered molecular chains were observed by room-temperature
scanning tunneling microscopy on both surfaces. The relatively
small size of the unit cell revealed an edge-on con"guration of the
porphyrin macrocycles, that is, perpendicular to the surface plane, as
con"rmed by molecular mechanics calculations. Distinct intermo-
lecular interactions were found on the two surfaces, providing di#erent molecular chain orientations on Ag(111) and Ag(110).

! INTRODUCTION
The control on the structure of supramolecular architectures
on a surface is of prime importance to steer their properties.1!3

For two-dimensional (2D) self-assemblies in a monolayer or
submonolayer regime, conformational adaptation is often
produced as a response to various stimuli and a transition
from 2D planar to three-dimensional (3D) reticular geometry
can be observed.4!7 Porphyrins are a widely studied class of
molecules exhibiting promising electronic, optical, magnetic, or
catalytic properties with large interest in materials science for
many applications.8!11 Porphyrin-based thin "lms deposited
on a solid surface can be easily processed and investigated at
the molecular level by scanning probe microscopy techni-
ques.12!14 They most generally adopt a face-on conformation
to optimize their adsorption on a metal or a HOPG surface,
but an edge-on geometry can also be observed because of the
presence and the size of side groups, the nature of the solvent,
or the concentration.15!20 The edge-on self-assembly is
particularly attractive because it allows for charge migration
along the columnar structure,21 thus providing particular
mesoscopic properties appealing for molecular electronics.
More elaborated strategies based on the use of a self-assembled
monolayer (SAM) as a support have also been implemented to
gain advanced control on the self-assembly of porphyrins.22,23

Tetra-anthracenylporphyrin (TAP) derivatives were "rst
studied for their particular bis-facially blocked geometries
because of the perpendicular anthracenyl groups and were
tested as catalysts for the reversible coordination of oxygen,24

the oxidation of PAHs,25 or as active molecules against HIV
infection.26 From a synthetic point of view, the formation of

TAP derivatives is a challenge.27!29 TAP was "rst synthetized
by Cense et al.24 in 1979 following the method developed by
Adler and Longo and the porphyrin was isolated in 0.2%
yield.30 Thereafter, attempts to synthesize TAP using the
Lindsey strategy31 or the reaction in inorganic acid32 were
reported and barely reached 3% yield. In 1985, Volz and
Schae#er reported a new synthetic method based on the
formation of a pyrrole-carbinol intermediate, which cyclo-
tetramerized in propionic acid to form TAP in 6% yield.33 The
strategy of Volz and Schae#er was also applied by the group of
Anderson in 2010 to synthetize a tetra-dimesityloxyanthrace-
nylporphyrin in 10% yield and by Filatov et al.34 in 2015 to
synthesize a tetraphenylanthracenyl porphyrin in 15% yield.
The symmetry matching between the anthracene moieties and
the macrocycle of porphyrins was exploited by the group of
Anderson to form a !-extended porphyrin exhibiting a
maximum absorption around 1400 nm after the fusion of the
four dimesityloxyanthracene groups on the porphyrin core.35

Recently, we reported the synthesis of 5,10,15,20-tetrakis(10-
bromoanthracen-9-yl)porphyrin (TBAP, Figure 1a and
synthetic details in Supporting Information Figure S1) and
we demonstrated its successful reactivity in Suzuki!Miyaura
cross-coupling reactions.36
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Here, we tackled the adsorption of TBAP on silver surfaces
with a longer-term goal to create elaborated supramolecular or
covalent 2D superstructures with this original precursor.
Indeed, halogenated porphyrins have recently attracted
attention for their ability to create a robust nanostructure in
an on-surface synthesis approach.2,37!39 We focused on the
in!uence of the large bromoanthracenyl groups on the self-
assembly processes directed by a well-de"ned metal surface.
More precisely, we selected the Ag(111) and Ag(110) surfaces
(Figure 1b) for their mild reactivity and their two distinct
crystallographic structures.

! METHODS
The TBAP molecules were obtained from PorphyChem
company (https://www.porphychem.com) or synthesized
following the literature procedure (see Supporting Informa-
tion, Figure S1).36

The STM experiments were performed in ultrahigh vacuum
(UHV, base pressure in the 10!10 mbar range) in two di#erent
experimental setups. The single-crystal Ag(111) and Ag(110)
surfaces were cleaned by several cycles of Ar+ bombardment,

followed by annealing. The precursors were thoroughly
degassed prior to deposition onto the atomically clean
substrate. STM measurements were performed at room
temperature with a commercial Omicron VT-STM system.
The STM images were acquired in constant current mode with
typical tunneling current IT " 0.1!0.3 nA and sample bias VT
" ±(1!1.5) V. All images were subsequently calibrated using
atomically resolved images of the pristine surfaces with an
accuracy of ±5%. Images were partly treated with the free
WSxM40 and Gwyddion41 software programs.
Molecular mechanics calculations were performed using a

numerical code based on the atom superposition and electron
delocalization (ASED-MO) method42,43 with an extension
including dispersive interactions to account for the long-range
intermolecular forces (ASED+).44 A semiempirical approach
with the extended Hu!ckel molecular orbital theory constitutes
the core of the ASED-MO method. The so-called ASED+ code
is a powerful numerical tool to describe reasonably well the
structural properties of various types of molecules adsorbed on
surfaces or in the gas phase.45!47

! RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The deposition of TBAP on Ag(111) at room temperature
leads to the formation of supramolecular domains correspond-
ing to phase P1 as shown in Figure 1c. This phase consists in
straight molecular chains with two distinct nearly orthogonal
orientations. Most of the chains are aligned along the [1" 2" 3]
direction of the substrate and are about 5 nm long. The
periodicity inside a chain is 0.8 nm (green dots in Figure 1d).
The chains are regularly distributed distanced 1.4 nm between
two adjacent chains, thus the interchain spacing corresponds to
5 substrate atomic distances along the [11"0] direction. As
shown in the high-resolution STM image in Figure 1d, these
molecular chains have locally a well-de"ned length, and they
are stacked together and packed between perpendicularly
positioned chains, which are 5 to 10 nm long (blue dots in
Figure 1d, aligned along the [11"0] direction). Along these
[11"0]-chains, the periodicity is 0.7 nm, thus corresponding to a
2.5 substrate atomic distance. A tentative epitaxial model for
the STM image in Figure 1d is reported in Supporting
Information, Figure S2a. The similar periodicities along both
chain types suggest a unique intermolecular con"guration in
phase P1.
Upon annealing at 200 °C, the self-assembly evolves into

long molecular chains aligned with the [11"0] direction of the
silver substrate and extends up to 100 nm or more (phase P2,
Figure 1e). The interchain distance is 1.5 nm. In fact, here the
periodic unit along the chain direction (a vector) comprises
two molecules. This can be more clearly seen in some STM
images acquired with a particular tip state and exhibiting a
di#erent contrast, as shown, for example, in Supporting
Information Figure S3. This consistently produces an epitaxial
relationship of 5 substrate atomic distances along the [11"0]
direction (see Supporting Information Figure S2b for a
tentative epitaxial model). The average intermolecular spacing
(or half of the unit cell a) is 0.7 nm and the long
intermolecular distance is about 4% larger while the short
one is #4% shorter. In addition, every second chain is slightly
shifted along the [11"0] direction so that the unit cell includes
two neighboring chains (b vector, aligned with the [1" 1" 2]
direction).
The small periodicity (<1 nm) along the molecular chains is

not compatible with a !at-lying adsorption of the porphyrins.

Figure 1. Schematic drawing of the (a) TBAP molecule and (b)
Ag(111) and Ag(110) surfaces. (c) STM image of the self-assembly of
TBAP on Ag(111) after room-temperature deposition (P1 phase)
and (d) corresponding zoomed-in image. (e) P2 phase obtained after
annealing at 200 °C and (f) corresponding zoomed-in image. The
unit cell is indicated in (f) with a = 1.4 nm and b = 3.0 nm. Scale bars
(c,e) 12 nm and (d,f) 2 nm.
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Here, we tackled the adsorption of TBAP on silver surfaces
with a longer-term goal to create elaborated supramolecular or
covalent 2D superstructures with this original precursor.
Indeed, halogenated porphyrins have recently attracted
attention for their ability to create a robust nanostructure in
an on-surface synthesis approach.2,37!39 We focused on the
in!uence of the large bromoanthracenyl groups on the self-
assembly processes directed by a well-de"ned metal surface.
More precisely, we selected the Ag(111) and Ag(110) surfaces
(Figure 1b) for their mild reactivity and their two distinct
crystallographic structures.

! METHODS
The TBAP molecules were obtained from PorphyChem
company (https://www.porphychem.com) or synthesized
following the literature procedure (see Supporting Informa-
tion, Figure S1).36

The STM experiments were performed in ultrahigh vacuum
(UHV, base pressure in the 10!10 mbar range) in two di#erent
experimental setups. The single-crystal Ag(111) and Ag(110)
surfaces were cleaned by several cycles of Ar+ bombardment,

followed by annealing. The precursors were thoroughly
degassed prior to deposition onto the atomically clean
substrate. STM measurements were performed at room
temperature with a commercial Omicron VT-STM system.
The STM images were acquired in constant current mode with
typical tunneling current IT " 0.1!0.3 nA and sample bias VT
" ±(1!1.5) V. All images were subsequently calibrated using
atomically resolved images of the pristine surfaces with an
accuracy of ±5%. Images were partly treated with the free
WSxM40 and Gwyddion41 software programs.
Molecular mechanics calculations were performed using a

numerical code based on the atom superposition and electron
delocalization (ASED-MO) method42,43 with an extension
including dispersive interactions to account for the long-range
intermolecular forces (ASED+).44 A semiempirical approach
with the extended Hu!ckel molecular orbital theory constitutes
the core of the ASED-MO method. The so-called ASED+ code
is a powerful numerical tool to describe reasonably well the
structural properties of various types of molecules adsorbed on
surfaces or in the gas phase.45!47

! RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The deposition of TBAP on Ag(111) at room temperature
leads to the formation of supramolecular domains correspond-
ing to phase P1 as shown in Figure 1c. This phase consists in
straight molecular chains with two distinct nearly orthogonal
orientations. Most of the chains are aligned along the [1" 2" 3]
direction of the substrate and are about 5 nm long. The
periodicity inside a chain is 0.8 nm (green dots in Figure 1d).
The chains are regularly distributed distanced 1.4 nm between
two adjacent chains, thus the interchain spacing corresponds to
5 substrate atomic distances along the [11"0] direction. As
shown in the high-resolution STM image in Figure 1d, these
molecular chains have locally a well-de"ned length, and they
are stacked together and packed between perpendicularly
positioned chains, which are 5 to 10 nm long (blue dots in
Figure 1d, aligned along the [11"0] direction). Along these
[11"0]-chains, the periodicity is 0.7 nm, thus corresponding to a
2.5 substrate atomic distance. A tentative epitaxial model for
the STM image in Figure 1d is reported in Supporting
Information, Figure S2a. The similar periodicities along both
chain types suggest a unique intermolecular con"guration in
phase P1.
Upon annealing at 200 °C, the self-assembly evolves into

long molecular chains aligned with the [11"0] direction of the
silver substrate and extends up to 100 nm or more (phase P2,
Figure 1e). The interchain distance is 1.5 nm. In fact, here the
periodic unit along the chain direction (a vector) comprises
two molecules. This can be more clearly seen in some STM
images acquired with a particular tip state and exhibiting a
di#erent contrast, as shown, for example, in Supporting
Information Figure S3. This consistently produces an epitaxial
relationship of 5 substrate atomic distances along the [11"0]
direction (see Supporting Information Figure S2b for a
tentative epitaxial model). The average intermolecular spacing
(or half of the unit cell a) is 0.7 nm and the long
intermolecular distance is about 4% larger while the short
one is #4% shorter. In addition, every second chain is slightly
shifted along the [11"0] direction so that the unit cell includes
two neighboring chains (b vector, aligned with the [1" 1" 2]
direction).
The small periodicity (<1 nm) along the molecular chains is

not compatible with a !at-lying adsorption of the porphyrins.

Figure 1. Schematic drawing of the (a) TBAP molecule and (b)
Ag(111) and Ag(110) surfaces. (c) STM image of the self-assembly of
TBAP on Ag(111) after room-temperature deposition (P1 phase)
and (d) corresponding zoomed-in image. (e) P2 phase obtained after
annealing at 200 °C and (f) corresponding zoomed-in image. The
unit cell is indicated in (f) with a = 1.4 nm and b = 3.0 nm. Scale bars
(c,e) 12 nm and (d,f) 2 nm.
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Here, we tackled the adsorption of TBAP on silver surfaces
with a longer-term goal to create elaborated supramolecular or
covalent 2D superstructures with this original precursor.
Indeed, halogenated porphyrins have recently attracted
attention for their ability to create a robust nanostructure in
an on-surface synthesis approach.2,37!39 We focused on the
in!uence of the large bromoanthracenyl groups on the self-
assembly processes directed by a well-de"ned metal surface.
More precisely, we selected the Ag(111) and Ag(110) surfaces
(Figure 1b) for their mild reactivity and their two distinct
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with the extended Hu!ckel molecular orbital theory constitutes
the core of the ASED-MO method. The so-called ASED+ code
is a powerful numerical tool to describe reasonably well the
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leads to the formation of supramolecular domains correspond-
ing to phase P1 as shown in Figure 1c. This phase consists in
straight molecular chains with two distinct nearly orthogonal
orientations. Most of the chains are aligned along the [1" 2" 3]
direction of the substrate and are about 5 nm long. The
periodicity inside a chain is 0.8 nm (green dots in Figure 1d).
The chains are regularly distributed distanced 1.4 nm between
two adjacent chains, thus the interchain spacing corresponds to
5 substrate atomic distances along the [11"0] direction. As
shown in the high-resolution STM image in Figure 1d, these
molecular chains have locally a well-de"ned length, and they
are stacked together and packed between perpendicularly
positioned chains, which are 5 to 10 nm long (blue dots in
Figure 1d, aligned along the [11"0] direction). Along these
[11"0]-chains, the periodicity is 0.7 nm, thus corresponding to a
2.5 substrate atomic distance. A tentative epitaxial model for
the STM image in Figure 1d is reported in Supporting
Information, Figure S2a. The similar periodicities along both
chain types suggest a unique intermolecular con"guration in
phase P1.
Upon annealing at 200 °C, the self-assembly evolves into

long molecular chains aligned with the [11"0] direction of the
silver substrate and extends up to 100 nm or more (phase P2,
Figure 1e). The interchain distance is 1.5 nm. In fact, here the
periodic unit along the chain direction (a vector) comprises
two molecules. This can be more clearly seen in some STM
images acquired with a particular tip state and exhibiting a
di#erent contrast, as shown, for example, in Supporting
Information Figure S3. This consistently produces an epitaxial
relationship of 5 substrate atomic distances along the [11"0]
direction (see Supporting Information Figure S2b for a
tentative epitaxial model). The average intermolecular spacing
(or half of the unit cell a) is 0.7 nm and the long
intermolecular distance is about 4% larger while the short
one is #4% shorter. In addition, every second chain is slightly
shifted along the [11"0] direction so that the unit cell includes
two neighboring chains (b vector, aligned with the [1" 1" 2]
direction).
The small periodicity (<1 nm) along the molecular chains is

not compatible with a !at-lying adsorption of the porphyrins.

Figure 1. Schematic drawing of the (a) TBAP molecule and (b)
Ag(111) and Ag(110) surfaces. (c) STM image of the self-assembly of
TBAP on Ag(111) after room-temperature deposition (P1 phase)
and (d) corresponding zoomed-in image. (e) P2 phase obtained after
annealing at 200 °C and (f) corresponding zoomed-in image. The
unit cell is indicated in (f) with a = 1.4 nm and b = 3.0 nm. Scale bars
(c,e) 12 nm and (d,f) 2 nm.
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Here, we tackled the adsorption of TBAP on silver surfaces
with a longer-term goal to create elaborated supramolecular or
covalent 2D superstructures with this original precursor.
Indeed, halogenated porphyrins have recently attracted
attention for their ability to create a robust nanostructure in
an on-surface synthesis approach.2,37!39 We focused on the
in!uence of the large bromoanthracenyl groups on the self-
assembly processes directed by a well-de"ned metal surface.
More precisely, we selected the Ag(111) and Ag(110) surfaces
(Figure 1b) for their mild reactivity and their two distinct
crystallographic structures.

! METHODS
The TBAP molecules were obtained from PorphyChem
company (https://www.porphychem.com) or synthesized
following the literature procedure (see Supporting Informa-
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The STM experiments were performed in ultrahigh vacuum
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experimental setups. The single-crystal Ag(111) and Ag(110)
surfaces were cleaned by several cycles of Ar+ bombardment,
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degassed prior to deposition onto the atomically clean
substrate. STM measurements were performed at room
temperature with a commercial Omicron VT-STM system.
The STM images were acquired in constant current mode with
typical tunneling current IT " 0.1!0.3 nA and sample bias VT
" ±(1!1.5) V. All images were subsequently calibrated using
atomically resolved images of the pristine surfaces with an
accuracy of ±5%. Images were partly treated with the free
WSxM40 and Gwyddion41 software programs.
Molecular mechanics calculations were performed using a

numerical code based on the atom superposition and electron
delocalization (ASED-MO) method42,43 with an extension
including dispersive interactions to account for the long-range
intermolecular forces (ASED+).44 A semiempirical approach
with the extended Hu!ckel molecular orbital theory constitutes
the core of the ASED-MO method. The so-called ASED+ code
is a powerful numerical tool to describe reasonably well the
structural properties of various types of molecules adsorbed on
surfaces or in the gas phase.45!47

! RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The deposition of TBAP on Ag(111) at room temperature
leads to the formation of supramolecular domains correspond-
ing to phase P1 as shown in Figure 1c. This phase consists in
straight molecular chains with two distinct nearly orthogonal
orientations. Most of the chains are aligned along the [1" 2" 3]
direction of the substrate and are about 5 nm long. The
periodicity inside a chain is 0.8 nm (green dots in Figure 1d).
The chains are regularly distributed distanced 1.4 nm between
two adjacent chains, thus the interchain spacing corresponds to
5 substrate atomic distances along the [11"0] direction. As
shown in the high-resolution STM image in Figure 1d, these
molecular chains have locally a well-de"ned length, and they
are stacked together and packed between perpendicularly
positioned chains, which are 5 to 10 nm long (blue dots in
Figure 1d, aligned along the [11"0] direction). Along these
[11"0]-chains, the periodicity is 0.7 nm, thus corresponding to a
2.5 substrate atomic distance. A tentative epitaxial model for
the STM image in Figure 1d is reported in Supporting
Information, Figure S2a. The similar periodicities along both
chain types suggest a unique intermolecular con"guration in
phase P1.
Upon annealing at 200 °C, the self-assembly evolves into

long molecular chains aligned with the [11"0] direction of the
silver substrate and extends up to 100 nm or more (phase P2,
Figure 1e). The interchain distance is 1.5 nm. In fact, here the
periodic unit along the chain direction (a vector) comprises
two molecules. This can be more clearly seen in some STM
images acquired with a particular tip state and exhibiting a
di#erent contrast, as shown, for example, in Supporting
Information Figure S3. This consistently produces an epitaxial
relationship of 5 substrate atomic distances along the [11"0]
direction (see Supporting Information Figure S2b for a
tentative epitaxial model). The average intermolecular spacing
(or half of the unit cell a) is 0.7 nm and the long
intermolecular distance is about 4% larger while the short
one is #4% shorter. In addition, every second chain is slightly
shifted along the [11"0] direction so that the unit cell includes
two neighboring chains (b vector, aligned with the [1" 1" 2]
direction).
The small periodicity (<1 nm) along the molecular chains is

not compatible with a !at-lying adsorption of the porphyrins.

Figure 1. Schematic drawing of the (a) TBAP molecule and (b)
Ag(111) and Ag(110) surfaces. (c) STM image of the self-assembly of
TBAP on Ag(111) after room-temperature deposition (P1 phase)
and (d) corresponding zoomed-in image. (e) P2 phase obtained after
annealing at 200 °C and (f) corresponding zoomed-in image. The
unit cell is indicated in (f) with a = 1.4 nm and b = 3.0 nm. Scale bars
(c,e) 12 nm and (d,f) 2 nm.
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Here, we tackled the adsorption of TBAP on silver surfaces
with a longer-term goal to create elaborated supramolecular or
covalent 2D superstructures with this original precursor.
Indeed, halogenated porphyrins have recently attracted
attention for their ability to create a robust nanostructure in
an on-surface synthesis approach.2,37!39 We focused on the
in!uence of the large bromoanthracenyl groups on the self-
assembly processes directed by a well-de"ned metal surface.
More precisely, we selected the Ag(111) and Ag(110) surfaces
(Figure 1b) for their mild reactivity and their two distinct
crystallographic structures.

! METHODS
The TBAP molecules were obtained from PorphyChem
company (https://www.porphychem.com) or synthesized
following the literature procedure (see Supporting Informa-
tion, Figure S1).36

The STM experiments were performed in ultrahigh vacuum
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experimental setups. The single-crystal Ag(111) and Ag(110)
surfaces were cleaned by several cycles of Ar+ bombardment,

followed by annealing. The precursors were thoroughly
degassed prior to deposition onto the atomically clean
substrate. STM measurements were performed at room
temperature with a commercial Omicron VT-STM system.
The STM images were acquired in constant current mode with
typical tunneling current IT " 0.1!0.3 nA and sample bias VT
" ±(1!1.5) V. All images were subsequently calibrated using
atomically resolved images of the pristine surfaces with an
accuracy of ±5%. Images were partly treated with the free
WSxM40 and Gwyddion41 software programs.
Molecular mechanics calculations were performed using a

numerical code based on the atom superposition and electron
delocalization (ASED-MO) method42,43 with an extension
including dispersive interactions to account for the long-range
intermolecular forces (ASED+).44 A semiempirical approach
with the extended Hu!ckel molecular orbital theory constitutes
the core of the ASED-MO method. The so-called ASED+ code
is a powerful numerical tool to describe reasonably well the
structural properties of various types of molecules adsorbed on
surfaces or in the gas phase.45!47

! RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The deposition of TBAP on Ag(111) at room temperature
leads to the formation of supramolecular domains correspond-
ing to phase P1 as shown in Figure 1c. This phase consists in
straight molecular chains with two distinct nearly orthogonal
orientations. Most of the chains are aligned along the [1" 2" 3]
direction of the substrate and are about 5 nm long. The
periodicity inside a chain is 0.8 nm (green dots in Figure 1d).
The chains are regularly distributed distanced 1.4 nm between
two adjacent chains, thus the interchain spacing corresponds to
5 substrate atomic distances along the [11"0] direction. As
shown in the high-resolution STM image in Figure 1d, these
molecular chains have locally a well-de"ned length, and they
are stacked together and packed between perpendicularly
positioned chains, which are 5 to 10 nm long (blue dots in
Figure 1d, aligned along the [11"0] direction). Along these
[11"0]-chains, the periodicity is 0.7 nm, thus corresponding to a
2.5 substrate atomic distance. A tentative epitaxial model for
the STM image in Figure 1d is reported in Supporting
Information, Figure S2a. The similar periodicities along both
chain types suggest a unique intermolecular con"guration in
phase P1.
Upon annealing at 200 °C, the self-assembly evolves into

long molecular chains aligned with the [11"0] direction of the
silver substrate and extends up to 100 nm or more (phase P2,
Figure 1e). The interchain distance is 1.5 nm. In fact, here the
periodic unit along the chain direction (a vector) comprises
two molecules. This can be more clearly seen in some STM
images acquired with a particular tip state and exhibiting a
di#erent contrast, as shown, for example, in Supporting
Information Figure S3. This consistently produces an epitaxial
relationship of 5 substrate atomic distances along the [11"0]
direction (see Supporting Information Figure S2b for a
tentative epitaxial model). The average intermolecular spacing
(or half of the unit cell a) is 0.7 nm and the long
intermolecular distance is about 4% larger while the short
one is #4% shorter. In addition, every second chain is slightly
shifted along the [11"0] direction so that the unit cell includes
two neighboring chains (b vector, aligned with the [1" 1" 2]
direction).
The small periodicity (<1 nm) along the molecular chains is

not compatible with a !at-lying adsorption of the porphyrins.

Figure 1. Schematic drawing of the (a) TBAP molecule and (b)
Ag(111) and Ag(110) surfaces. (c) STM image of the self-assembly of
TBAP on Ag(111) after room-temperature deposition (P1 phase)
and (d) corresponding zoomed-in image. (e) P2 phase obtained after
annealing at 200 °C and (f) corresponding zoomed-in image. The
unit cell is indicated in (f) with a = 1.4 nm and b = 3.0 nm. Scale bars
(c,e) 12 nm and (d,f) 2 nm.
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Indeed, the 4 Br atoms in the molecule form a square pattern
1.4 nm wide (Figure 2a) with a size compatible with the

interchain spacing (1.5 nm) but not with the average
intermolecular spacing (0.7 nm). To elucidate the supra-
molecular con!guration of the chain structure, we performed
gas-phase molecular mechanics calculations of a TBAP
columnar structure for which the porphyrin macrocycle plane
was set parallel for all molecules and perpendicular to the chain
direction associated with the e3 molecular axis (see Figure 2a!
c). In this way, the anthracenyl groups could adequately rotate
to create !-stacking interaction between the molecular units.
We found an average optimum distance between two
neighboring porphyrin cycles of 0.68 nm, in good agreement

with the experimental results. For comparison, the ideal !!!
stacking distance in a columnar porphyrin crystal is close to 0.4
nm,48 while a stacking distance of 0.4!0.7 nm was observed in
the edge-on self-assembly of other metal-free16,18 or metallo-
porphyrin17,20,21,49 derivatives.
The calculations revealed a tendency for the molecules to

dimerize by locally adjusting the distance between the
porphyrin planes. As a result, within a dimer, the neighboring
porphyrin cores are located 0.56 nm apart. Remarkably, in this
structure, the distance between the anthracenyl planes remains
rather constant (0.35 nm). This is obtained thanks to a
distortion of the C!C bonds joining the anthracenyl group to
the porphyrin macrocycle, inducing a slight in-plane rotation
alternatively to the one or to the other end of the columnar
structure (Figure 2d). The structure and the size of the
modeled structure are thus in good agreement with the
experimental results on the Ag(111) surface, with the e3 axis of
the molecule aligned with the [11!0] direction, that is, the chain
direction. Furthermore, the tendency to dimerize observed in
the gas-phase simulation is compatible with the fact that there
are two molecules per unit cell in the supramolecular phase as
measured by STM.
To modulate the molecule!substrate interaction, we

performed additional deposition experiments on the open
Ag(110) surface. Similarly, an ordered structure was found
after room-temperature deposition, consisting mainly in short
chains, 3 or 4 nm in length, aligned along the [11!0] substrate
direction (phase P3, Figure 3a,b). The terminations of the
chains are systematically aligned with the perpendicular [001]
direction, indicating an important interchain interaction at the
chain endings.

Figure 2. Molecular mechanics calculations. (a,b) Structure of the
relaxed isolated TBAP molecule. (c,d) Gas-phase columnar structure.
A dimerization of the porphyrin cores is obtained, while the distance
between the anthracenyl planes is kept constant. The C!Br bond of
the bromoanthracenyl groups is alternatively tilted by an angle "1 =
8.2° and "2 = !9.5°.

Figure 3. STM images of the self-assembly of TBAP on Ag(110). (a)
After room-temperature deposition (P3 phase). (b) Corresponding
zoomed-in image. The chain endings are imaged with either a concave
or a convex shape, as highlighted by the purple cartoon in the bottom
of the image. (c) P4 phase obtained after annealing to 300 °C. (d)
Corresponding zoomed-in image. The unit cell is a = 1.4 nm and b =
1.2 nm. Scale bars (a,c) 7 nm, (b,d) 2 nm.
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with the experimental results. For comparison, the ideal !!!
stacking distance in a columnar porphyrin crystal is close to 0.4
nm,48 while a stacking distance of 0.4!0.7 nm was observed in
the edge-on self-assembly of other metal-free16,18 or metallo-
porphyrin17,20,21,49 derivatives.
The calculations revealed a tendency for the molecules to

dimerize by locally adjusting the distance between the
porphyrin planes. As a result, within a dimer, the neighboring
porphyrin cores are located 0.56 nm apart. Remarkably, in this
structure, the distance between the anthracenyl planes remains
rather constant (0.35 nm). This is obtained thanks to a
distortion of the C!C bonds joining the anthracenyl group to
the porphyrin macrocycle, inducing a slight in-plane rotation
alternatively to the one or to the other end of the columnar
structure (Figure 2d). The structure and the size of the
modeled structure are thus in good agreement with the
experimental results on the Ag(111) surface, with the e3 axis of
the molecule aligned with the [11!0] direction, that is, the chain
direction. Furthermore, the tendency to dimerize observed in
the gas-phase simulation is compatible with the fact that there
are two molecules per unit cell in the supramolecular phase as
measured by STM.
To modulate the molecule!substrate interaction, we

performed additional deposition experiments on the open
Ag(110) surface. Similarly, an ordered structure was found
after room-temperature deposition, consisting mainly in short
chains, 3 or 4 nm in length, aligned along the [11!0] substrate
direction (phase P3, Figure 3a,b). The terminations of the
chains are systematically aligned with the perpendicular [001]
direction, indicating an important interchain interaction at the
chain endings.

Figure 2. Molecular mechanics calculations. (a,b) Structure of the
relaxed isolated TBAP molecule. (c,d) Gas-phase columnar structure.
A dimerization of the porphyrin cores is obtained, while the distance
between the anthracenyl planes is kept constant. The C!Br bond of
the bromoanthracenyl groups is alternatively tilted by an angle "1 =
8.2° and "2 = !9.5°.

Figure 3. STM images of the self-assembly of TBAP on Ag(110). (a)
After room-temperature deposition (P3 phase). (b) Corresponding
zoomed-in image. The chain endings are imaged with either a concave
or a convex shape, as highlighted by the purple cartoon in the bottom
of the image. (c) P4 phase obtained after annealing to 300 °C. (d)
Corresponding zoomed-in image. The unit cell is a = 1.4 nm and b =
1.2 nm. Scale bars (a,c) 7 nm, (b,d) 2 nm.
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Upon deposition at 300 °C, the chains markedly elongate
and can reach 40 nm in length (Figure 3c,d). The periodicity
along the chains is 1.4 nm and corresponds to 5 substrate
atomic distances along the [11!0] direction. The parallel chains
are located 1.2 nm apart, corresponding to 3 substrate atomic
distances along the [001] direction (see Supporting
Information Figure S2c for a tentative epitaxial model).
Here again, we can exclude a !at-lying con"guration because

of the small size of the unit cell. However, the interchain
distance is signi"cantly shorter than in P1 and P2 phases on
Ag(111) (1.2 nm vs 1.4 nm), so that the columnar structure is
also not compatible. Rather, the side extension of TBAP (1.44
nm, Figure 2a) is consistent with the periodicity along the
chain direction (a in Figure 3d, 1.4 nm). In fact, this distance is
very close to the interchain distance in phase P2 on Ag(111).
We thus suggest a molecular model where the porphyrin
macrocycle plane is aligned with the chain direction (with the
e3 axis of TBAP perpendicular to [11!0], i.e., the chain
direction). Consequently, the STM contrasts along the chains
have completely di#erent origins on the two surfaces. Figure 4

shows that the apparent contrast of the chain formation is
aligned with (or perpendicular to) the porphyrin planes on
Ag(110) (or Ag(111)), respectively. We excluded the
possibility of a tilted con"guration (with the e3 axis neither
aligned nor perpendicular to the chain direction) because of
the high symmetry of the STM contrast with respect to the
chain direction. The particularity of the P3/P4 phases on
Ag(110) consists in the longer distance between the molecules
in the columnar direction (e3 axis) for which no favorable !!!
interaction between the anthracenyl groups is allowed. If we
consider the epitaxial interaction as the main driving force for
the self-assembly, a denser (5 ! 2) superstructure (instead of
the observed (5 ! 3) structure) would produce an
intermolecular distance between the porphyrin planes of 0.8
nm, slightly di#erent from what is observed in P1 and P2 (0.7
nm). It is suggested that a di#erent adsorption con"guration
and a di#erent conformation of the rotating anthracenyl groups

is responsible for this behavior. Noteworthily, the strength of
the intermolecular interaction along [001] (e3 axis) is
su$ciently strong so that extended well-ordered chains are
formed. This is particularly demonstrated in phase P3 for
which all chain endings are perfectly aligned. The fact that
short chains are found after room-temperature deposition on
both Ag(111) and Ag(110) surfaces suggests a rather strong
interaction of the molecules with the silver surfaces. The
elongation of the chains after annealing may be facilitated by
the increase of di#usivity at higher temperature, but it is also
possibly activated by a conformational (rotation of anthra-
cenyl) or chemical (loss of Br) change.
After room-temperature deposition on Ag(110), we also

found another phase (phase P5, Figure 5), with large well-

organized domains and coexisting with phase P3. This
metastable phase disappeared upon slight annealing at
100 °C. The structure here is still composed of molecular
chains aligned along the [11!0] direction but with a rhombic
pattern. The periodicity along the [11!0] direction is of 6
substrate atomic distances, that is 20% larger than in phase P3,
but the periodicity of the molecular chains along the [001]
direction remains the same, that is, 1.2 nm (3 substrate atomic
distances) (see Supporting Information Figure S2d). In these
domains, the TBAP molecules have the same orientation as in
P3 and P4, but they are simply positioned further apart along
their e1 axis and not any more aligned along the [001]
direction. Two kinds of rhombic domains are observed
(labeled A and B in Figure 5), depending on the porphyrin
core shift between two adjacent chains of ±2 substrate atomic
distances along [11!0]. The formation of ordered 2D domains
con"rms the presence of substantial intermolecular inter-
actions along [11!0] and also in the other domain high-
symmetry directions.
Finally, it should be noted that in the high-resolution images

of phase P3, the apparent contrast at the chain termination is
randomly distributed with either a concave or a convex shape
(as highlighted in Figure 3b). This may indicate a partial
dehalogenation of the molecules. Therefore, rather than
halogen bonding,50 the formation of metal!organic links
along the apparent chain direction through insertion of Ag
adatoms cannot be excluded on Ag(110), similar to what is
usually observed for halogenated precursors on various metal
surfaces.2,51!53 This issue could also explain the observation of
the rhombic metastable phase P5, composed of longer chains
at room temperature but with larger intermolecular distances

Figure 4. Comparison of the intermolecular con"gurations on
Ag(111) and Ag(110). The tentative molecular models are super-
imposed on STM images. Scale bars: 1 nm.

Figure 5. STM image of the metastable domains (phase P5) obtained
on Ag(110) after room-temperature deposition. A and B are mirror
symmetric. Scale bar: 5 nm.
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bonding would not be achieved yet.

! CONCLUSIONS
We studied the self-assembly of TBAP molecules on the
Ag(111) and Ag(110) surfaces. The molecules adopt an edge-
on con!guration and form extended 2D domains of highly
ordered chains after annealing. The formation of the chains
originates from two distinct processes on theses surfaces. On
Ag(111), a columnar structure is formed through !!!
interaction between the anthracenyl groups. On Ag(110), the
chains are formed through lateral interaction between the
molecules, possibly aided by the formation of metal!organic
complexes. The TBAP precursor can adopt di"erent 3D
con!gurations because of the many degrees of liberty gained by
the frustrated rotation of the four bromoanthracenyl groups. As
a result, radically di"erent intermolecular interactions can take
place, leading to important modi!cations in the supramolecular
organization. Accordingly, noticeable variations in their overall
properties can be expected.8,11 Our results should provide
inspiration for a guided and modular complex 2D self-assembly
on a surface by taking use of a single intrinsically three-
dimensional functional precursor.
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